
Merchandising Barrel Cooler

$315

26”dia x 32”tall

Capacity: 140 half pint cartons 
in two 16 quart dairy crates

Merchandising 4-Crate Cooler 

$950

22”wide x 37”long x 34”tall 

Capacity: 280 half pint cartons 
in four 16 quart dairy crates

COLD-SELL® Systems are non-electric insulated coolers that are designed to 
keep milk, juice or any other refrigerated product "very cold" in any school food 
service location.  All "pre-chilled" products are surrounded by cold cell panels 
in an insulated enclosure that maintains the temperature in the low 30's for 24 
hours before the cold cell panels need to be changed out. 

The cost of COLD-SELL® System equipment is lower then most 
electro-mechanical alternatives,  while placement flexibility is superior.  The 
use of containers with ice that comes in contact with product packaging and 
people is a real health concern.  The problems are exacerbated when the ice 
melts, and melt water further promotes more bacterial presence.  

COLD-SELL® Systems were created to solve these dilemmas by providing a 
cold, clean, dry and safe environment for your refrigerated products.

How does it work? 
After freezing the interlocking cold cells in a standard 0°F freezer, insert them into the product 
bays.  The insulated cold management cabinet will then keep pre-chilled products in the mid 
30's for up to 24 hours. 

How long will cold products stay cold?
A certified Shuster laboratory report on COLD-SELL® equipment's performance verifies that 
pre-chilled milk maintains mid 30°F for up to 24 hours, and safe acceptable product tempera-
tures continue to be maintained for as long as 36 hours.  However, maximum performance will 
be continuous by exchanging cold cells every 24 hours.

Why are frozen cells better than ice?
COLD-SELL® provides a cold, clean, dry, and safe containment for food and beverage in 
secondary selling locations.  Continual replenishment of ice is a hidden cost factor, and 
subsequent melt water is messy, plus a health issue.  Cold cells are simply refrozen in 
a freezer before their next use.

Do the coolers ship with “got milk?®” graphics installed?
Yes!  Graphic and substrate specifications will be provided, as a courtesy, if a 
client decides to produce and install custom graphics on their end.

Join The 80,000+ Schools That Are Already Enjoying The Success Of 
Increased Milk Sales By Ordering Your COLD SELL® Cooler Today!

ORDER NOW!
Tom Jennings

tom.a.jennings@gmail.com 
1 (800) 860-3038

COLD-SELL® Equipment
www.coldsell.com




